SPOTdots® increase safety by improving visibility in areas with poor lighting or no lighting. Made from quality grade UV resistant resin, SPOTdots® are ideal for both indoor and outdoor applications. Using the latest photoluminescent technology, SPOTdots® absorb and store ambient light. At night or in blackout conditions, this stored energy creates a visible and reliable light source without electric power.

**Improves People Protection**

- Crosswalks
- Curb Cuts
- Pedestrian Islands
- Bus Stops
- Hiking & Biking Trails
- Parking-Safe Travel Paths

**Technological Features**

- **Charge Time**: From 5 sec. (sunlight) to 30 min. (5’ candlelight)
- **Glows for**: 6-8 hours
- **Still visible after**: 12 hours
- **Life Expectancy**: 5 years
- **Construction Material**: UV resistant resin with photoluminescent crystals

**Select Your SPOTdots®**

- 2” OD Green Glow
- 2” OD Blue Glow
- 4” OD Green Glow
- 5” OD Green Glow
- 5” OD Blue Glow

**Visibility (Distance)**

- 2” Green: 75-100’
- 2” Blue: 50-75’
- 4” Green: 150-200’
- 5” Green: 200-250’
- 5” Blue: 100-150’

**Easy Installation**

The product adheres strongly to most solid surfaces (ie, concrete, asphalt) with a USDOT approved adhesive.